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We have joined forces with seven celebrated children’s 
authors: Aisha Bushby, Kirsty Applebaum, Helen Peters, Libby 
Scott & Rebecca Westcott, Stewart Foster and Thomas Taylor 

to bring  the finale of the annual Biblio Buzz reading initiative online 
between 4 – 16 May. You have voted for your favourite books and the 

results are being counted, but before announcing the winners, we 
would like to offer you the opportunity to get involved one more 

time, with a series of creative writing challenges.

Each author has recorded a reading from their much-loved stories, 
and has set you a creative writing challenge laid out in this 

pack. Please send copies of your stories and responses to:  
learning@alexandrapalce.com 

Don’t worry if you  

haven’t read the books. 

Good Luck!

You can still enter the Author

 Challenges, and maybe win a prize 

of book tokens, tickets to GoApe or  

Alexandra Palace Ice Rink.

What's it 

all about?

Hello

Will you accept the    

        challenge?

WOW!

 BIBLIO BUZZ AUTHOR CHALLENGE

Welcome budding novelists 
and reading enthusiasts!



Meet the AuthorMeet the AuthorMeet the Author
 BIBLIO BUZZ AUTHOR CHALLENGE

Thomas Taylor
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Ahoy there

          Thomas!

Thomas Taylor is a British children’s writer and 
illustrator born in Norfolk in 1973. He has written and 

illustrated several picture books, starting with  
George and Sophie’s Museum Adventure in 1999, 
and has two children’s novels, Haunters and Dan 
of the Dead. The book The Pets You Get with his 
illustrations won the Stockport Schools’ Book 

Award in 2013 (early years category) and also the  
Oldham Brilliant Books Award.

        Now, are you ready for 

                 
  the challenge ?
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Malamander is a story about Herbert Lemon, 
the Lost-and-Founder at the Grand Nautilus Hotel. 

It’s Herbie’s job to get lost things back to their rightful 
owners, and I set YOU the challenge of  

doing the same.

Step 1: 
Hunt around in your home for something that has been 
LOST. Maybe you will find it down the back of the sofa, 
or under a chair, or behind a cupboard in your room. 

Step 2: 
When you have found that something, write a story of 

how you will get it back to its rightful owner,  

BUT… 
don’t forget to use your imagination, to make the story 

as exciting as possible, for example: 

 
Whatever you imagine, have fun writing your story, and 
email it here, along with any questions you might have. 

 
Have fun writing!

Thomas’s ChallengeThomas’s ChallengeThomas’s Challenge

What will 

         you find?

Don't forget  

to send us your 

Submission.

Email your challenge to 
learning@alexandrapalace.com

''maybe you have found your dog's old tennis ball, and you think 

that's a bit boring. Well, imagine what that ball could be in a 

story! Maybe it's really the magical orb of a powerful wizard, 

or a vital component of the International Space Station which 

YOU have to get back into orbit.  

Or maybe it's Andy Murray's lucky tennis ball,  

which he needs to get back for the match. ''

mailto:learning%40alexandrapalace.com?subject=Thomas%20Taylor%20Author%20Challenge
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Yours will BEE

BRILLIANT!

Have Fun!

Lets go!

 Alexandra Palace Children’s Book Award

Author ChallengesAuthor ChallengesAuthor Challenges
Look out for more challenges 

buzzing around throughout May

Challenges close end of June 2020

The authors are looking forward to reading your submissions 
so don't forget to send them in to learning@alexandrapalace.com

Prizes for the best submissions will be announced in July.
Email your submissions to learning@alexandrapalace.com

Kirsty Applebaum

        Good luck!

                 
 xo

Stewart Foster Rebecca Westcott

Aisha Bushby Helen Peters


